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ABSTRACT
A high profile internet server is always a target of denial-of-service attacks. In this paper, we propose a novel
technique for protecting an internet server from distributed denial-of-service attacks. The defense mechanism is based on a distributed algorithm that performs weight-fair throttling at the upstream routers. The
throttling is weight-fair because the traffics destined for the server are controlled (increased or decreased
) by the leaky-buckets at the routers based on the number of users connected, directly or through other
routers, to each router. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first weight-fair technique for saving an
internet server from denial-of-service attacks. The system is guaranteed to work even if some of the routers
are compromised. Furthermore, in the beginning of the algorithm, the server’s capacity is underestimated
by the routers so as to protect the server from any sudden initial attack.

1 Introduction
Distributed denial-of-service, abbreviated as DDoS, attack is considered as one of the most serious attacks
over internet [4, 17]. It is an attempt by the malicious users to make a networked resource unavailable to its
legitimate users. A denial-of-service attack can be perpetrated either by flooding a network or by disrupting
a server by sending more requests than it can possibly handle, thereby preventing access to a service. There
are many other forms of DDoS attacks. A better taxonomy is available in [15]. High-profile internet servers
as well as premium sites with huge customer utilization are the basic targets of the attackers.
Due to the seriousness and ultimate effects of the denial-of-service attack, its detection and prevention
call for considerable attention in the network security community all over the world. Different detection
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mechanism are available in the literature [2, 5, 6, 10, 12]. The accelerated research for countering DDoS
attacks resulted into a flurry of papers over the last decade [3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20]. However,
none of the mechanisms proposed so far can completely protect the resource under DDoS attack. Most
of the techniques are proactive and try to shield the resource after aggressive traffic overwhelms it. To
protect an internet server, the method proposed by Yau et al. [21] installs a uniform leaky bucket in a set
of routers that forward traffic towards the server. The technique sounds better than the recursive push-back
mechanism proposed by Mahajan et al. [13]. However, Yau et al. [21] assumes that the server remains active
and healthy after the first attack and launches its defense mechanism after the first attack. The mechanism
is initiated by multicasting a rate increase or rate decrease signal from the server towards a set of routers
selected and maintained by the server. That is, the server has to keep working all the time to counteract the
attack. Furthermore, since a subset of users forward traffic to a common router responsible for throttling,
if any throttling router is compromised, the server may get vulnerable to the attack. The most remarkable
drawback lies in the fact that the mechanism is not completely fair. Although fairness is defined and claimed
throughout their paper, we analyze the fairness from the perspective of router profile. For example, let a
throttling router A is connected to only one legitimate user who sends traffic towards A at a rate of 10. Let
B be another throttling router to which 3 legitimate users forward traffic, each at a rate of 8. Let Yau et
al. [21] installs a uniform leaky bucket of size 20 at every throttling router. In this scenario, half of the
bandwidth at the router A is not used at all even when the user connected to A sends all the traffics. On
the other hand, neither of the legitimate users connected to B can send their full traffic to B due to lack
of bandwidth at B. The most disappointing scenario is viewed when A is connected to an attacker only.
The attacker uses the entire bandwidth of A and keeps sending traffic to the server at a rate of 20 while
a legitimate user connected to B can send only a fraction of its traffic. Thus, Yau et al. [21] does not
distinguish between the heavy routers and the light routers and hence is considered unfair.
We point out all these issues and propose a distributed algorithm based on weight-fair router throttling
that counteracts denial-of-service attacks directed to an internet server. The protection mechanism is similar
to that of Yau et al. [21] in the sense of throttling the upstream routers. However we install leaky buckets of
different capacities and the buckets are installed at all routers instead of a uniform leaky bucket in a subset
of routers. The fairness is achieved by giving more bandwidth to the routers connected to higher number
of legitimate users and vice versa. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first weight-fair technique for
saving an internet server from denial-of-service attacks. For a dynamic environment where the number of
2

users changes frequently, a breadth-first search tree is constructed and hence every router, and the server
as well, can calculate the number of users within its subtree. Since we install leaky buckets in all routers,
not all the routers need to be trust-worthy. That is, if any router is compromised, the upper-level routers
(nearer to the server) can overcome it. All the computations are performed locally. In the beginning of the
algorithm, the server’s capacity is underestimated by the routers so as to protect the server from any sudden
initial attack. The rate is updated (increased or decreased), based on the servers feedback sent to its child
routers and eventually propagated downward to all routers, in the subsequent rounds of the algorithm with a
view to converging the total server load to the server’s tolerable capacity range .

2 Model of Computation
The model for our DDoS defense mechanism is similar to that of Yau et al. [21]. The server under consideration for defense is represented by s. The distributed system is modelled as a connected graph G = (V, E)
where V is the set of networked machines and each e ∈ E represents a communication link. Communication is restricted between the neighbors. Our algorithm is applied on a breadth-first search tree Tbf s of G
rooted at s. In Tbf s , any subtree rooted at v ∈ V is denoted by T (v). All leaf nodes are hosts or users and
thus can be a traffic source. “An internal node is a router; a router cannot generate traffic, but can forward
traffic received from its connected hosts or peer router” [21]. The set of internal routing nodes is denoted
by R. A host can either be a legitimate user (i.e. good user) or be an attacker. The set of legitimate ( i.e.
good ) users and the set of attackers are denoted by Ug and Ua , respectively. The terms user and host are
used interchangeably throughout the paper.
All server load quantities and traffic rates are measured in units of kb/s. The traffic that a user u, either
a good user or an attacker, wants to send is denoted by f (u). For a good user g and an attacker a, we
assume that f (a) ≫ f (g). “This is because if every attacker sends at a rate comparable to a good user,
then an attacker must recruit or compromise a large number of hosts to launch an attack with sufficient
traffic volume” [21]. The total load that the server s desires to receive at a time is denoted by L while the
total traffic received at the server at a time (i.e. the rate of received traffic) is f (s). However, the server has
another parameter named tolerance, denoted by d, d ≪ L, meaning that the server can tolerate even if it
receives d loads beyond L. The server load, and hence the system, converges if the server’s traffic receiving
rate is within its capacity range i.e. L − d ≤ f (s) ≤ L + d.
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3 Weight-Fair Router Throttling
The idea underlying our proposed protection mechanism is to set up non-uniform leaky-buckets at the routers
and control the traffic rate at each router based on the number of users that forward traffic to that router.
To count the number of users under a router, specially in a dynamic environment, we need to maintain a
breadth-first search tree Tbf s rooted at the server s of our system G = (V, E).
The traffics destined for the server are controlled by the leaky-buckets at the routers on different levels
of the breadth-first search tree Tbf s . In Tbf s , the numbers of leaf nodes in each subtree are computed in a
bottom up manner. We denote the number of hosts or users ( i.e. leaf nodes) under T (v), the subtree rooted
at v, by l(v). For any leaf node v, l(v) = 1. The routers that are directly connected only to the leaf nodes
first calculate these numbers. Based on these values, the next level routers (i.e. the parents of those routers)
then compute these numbers. Thus, eventually, the server s computes the total number of leaf nodes, l(s),
in Tbf s . That is, every non-leaf node v, either a router or the server, computes l(v) by summing the values
l(x), where x is a child of v as shown in Equation 1:

l(v) =

X

l(x), ∀x such that x is a child of u;

(1)

The algorithm installs a leaky-bucket at each upstream router. The capacity of the bucket at router v
is denoted by b(v). The goal of the algorithm is to update these capacities so that the routers’ throttles are
weight-fair and the traffic load at the server converges.
Definition 1. Router throttling is called weight-fair when, for any pair of routers u and v, b(v) ≥ b(u) if
and only if l(v) ≥ l(u) and the total traffic forwarded to v is greater or equal to that forwarded to u.
Definition 2. Router throttling mechanism is said to be converged if and only if L − d ≤ f (s) ≤ L + d,
where f (s) is the current total server load, L is the desired server load, and d is the tolerance of the server.
For server s, f (s) is the total traffic received at the server at a time. For any router v ∈ R, f (v) is the
total traffic passed through the leaky bucket at v at a time. For any v ∈ U , f (v) is the total traffic v wants
to send to the server through the router to which v is connected. Let c(v) be the total number of children of
v ∈ V in Tbf s . For every node v ∈ V , we define fc (v) as follows:

fc (v) = min{f (x)|x is a child of v in Tbf s };
4

(2)

That is, fc (v) is the minimum traffic that a child of v wants to forward to v.
In the beginning of the algorithm, the server’s capacity is underestimated by the routers so as to protect
the server from any sudden initial aggression. Thus, initially, for each router v ∈ R, the size of the leaky
bucket b(v) is set as follows:
b(v) = c(v) ∗ fc (v);

(3)

Thus the initial capacity of the router is set based on the total number of users in T (v). The higher the
number of users in T (v) as well as the total traffic forwarded to v, the higher the leaky bucket capacity in v.
The initial capacities of the routers are calculated in a bottom up manner in Tbf s in the first round of the
algorithm. First every router v that is directly connected only to the users (leaf nodes) calculate its capacity
b(v) based on fc (v). Then every user (good user or attacker) forwards fc (v) traffic to v. Thus total traffic at
v becomes c(v) ∗ fc (v) and the router gets saturated. Then every router u on the next higher level (nearer
to the root) calculates b(u) based on the minimum traffic that one of its children wants to forward to it (i.e.
fc (u)). The router u then receives fc (u) traffic from each of its c(u) children. Thus the whole capacity of
each leaky-bucket is utilized in the first round. The traffic ultimately is forwarded to the server. Since every
leaky bucket has very small capacity in the beginning, the total traffic received at the server in the first round
is usually much less than its desired load L.
The server then calculates a feedback value, r, which triggers the next round of the algorithm. The
feedback value r which may be positive, negative, or zero meaning that the routers’ capacities should be
increased, decreased, or left unchanged, respectively, is calculated as follows :

r = (L − f (s)/l(s);

(4)

where l(s) is the total number of hosts in the network.
The value r signifies that the excess load the server is receiving or the amount of load the server can
still receive beyond its current load is equally distributed among the users. Specifically, if r is positive then
every user, if necessary, can increase its traffic rate by r, and if r is negative then every user should decrease
its traffic rate by r. The server s first sends the feedback value r to its child routers. This feedback is then
propagated downward in the tree in the form of a message to increase or decrease the leaky bucket capacity.
Let p(u) be the parent node of u ∈ V in Tbf s .
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Remark 1. If u = s (the server) i.e. the root of Tbf s , then p(u) = null.
Remark 2. The server s has no leaky-bucket but, for generalization, we consider that the value b(s) = L.
Every router u, after receiving r from its parent node, updates its leaky bucket capacity based on the total
number of users (leaf nodes) in T (u). However, even if some router has too many users under it, its capacity
is never increased beyond the capacity of its parent router so that the packets that will be dropped ultimately
are no longer forwarded. Therefore, every router u updates its capacity b(u) according to Equation 5:

b(u) = min{b(p(u)), b(u) + r ∗ l(u)};

(5)

Thus the capacities of the leaky buckets in the routers having more users within their subtrees are increased (decreased, respectively) more when r is positive (negative, respectively). Once the capacities are
updated, the traffic from the users towards the server through the routers are updated. The entire process is
continued until the server load f (s) is between L − d and L + d i.e. L − d ≤ f (s) ≤ L + d.
The idea can be illustrated by an example. Figure 1 shows a breadth-first search tree Tbf s rooted at the
server s. In the figure, the round nodes are the routers and the square nodes are the users. The value beside
every node v shows the number l(v), the number of leaf nodes in T (v), calculated using Equation 1. For
routers C, G, B, F, E, D, A, and the server s, l(C) = 1, l(G) = 2, l(B) = 1, l(F ) = 3, l(E) = 4, l(D) =
5, l(A) = 6, and l(s) = 7, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the execution of the first round of the algorithm. In the example, L = 26, d = 3. The
users u4 and u6 are considered as attackers. The traffics that users u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 and u7 want to send
to their respective routers are 5, 2, 3, 40, 5, 50, and 4, respectively. For the routers, according to Equation 2
and Equation 3:
fc (C) = min{5} = 5; b(C) = c(C) ∗ fc (C) = 1 ∗ 5 = 5;
fc (G) = min{3, 40} = 3; b(G) = c(G) ∗ fc (G) = 2 ∗ 3 = 6;
fc (B) = min{4} = 4; b(B) = c(B) ∗ fc (B) = 1 ∗ 4 = 4;
fc (F ) = min{6, 5} = 5; b(F ) = c(F ) ∗ fc (F ) = 2 ∗ 5 = 10;
fc (E) = min{10, 50} = 10; b(E) = c(E) ∗ fc (E) = 2 ∗ 10 = 20;
fc (D) = min{2, 20} = 2; b(D) = c(V ) ∗ fc (D) = 2 ∗ 2 = 4;
fc (A) = min{5, 4} = 4; b(A) = c(A) ∗ fc (A) = 2 ∗ 4 = 8;
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The total flow at the server s is 8+4=12. This load is much less than the server’s desired load. That is,
s can receive more loads. It then calculates feedback r according to Equation 4 and r is propagated to all
other routers.
r = (26 − 12)/7 = 2;
The second round of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Based on r = 2, all the routers update their
capacities according to Equation 5:
b(A) = min{b(s), b(A) + 2 ∗ l(A)} = min{26, 8 + 2 ∗ 6} = 20;
b(B) = min{b(s), b(B) + 2 ∗ l(B)} = min{26, 4 + 2 ∗ 1} = 6;
b(C) = min{b(A), b(C) + 2 ∗ l(C)} = min{20, 5 + 2 ∗ 1} = 7;
b(D) = min{b(A), b(D) + 2 ∗ l(D)} = min{20, 4 + 2 ∗ 5} = 14;
b(E) = min{b(D), b(E) + 2 ∗ l(E)} = min{14, 20 + 2 ∗ 4} = 14;
b(F ) = min{b(E), b(F ) + 2 ∗ l(F )} = min{14, 10 + 2 ∗ 3} = 14;
b(G) = min{b(F ), b(G) + 2 ∗ l(G)} = min{14, 6 + 2 ∗ 2} = 10;
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Figure 3: Round 2
Once the capacities are updated, the traffics through the routers are updated in the third round as shown
in Figure 4. The updated traffics through the routers, C, G, B, F, E, D, and A are 5, 10, 4, 14, 14, 14, and
19, respectively. Thus the total traffic at s is 19+4=23. Since the tolerance d is 3, the server load is within
its tolerable range (i.e. 23 ≤ 23 ≤ 29 ). Hence the system is said to be converged.
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4 Conclusion
Our proposed idea is the first to deal with weight-fairness issue. Furthermore, this will ensure more security
than that of the recursive push-back mechanism proposed in [13] and the router throttle mechanism proposed
by Yau et al. [21]. Above all, the convergence of our algorithm is expected to be much faster than that of
Yau et al. [21]. We will demonstrate our weight-fair throttling technique by showing empirical results using
the NS-2 [1] simulator in the future version of the paper.
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